Sophos Mobile Security
Protect your Android devices against malware and other threats
The market dominance of Android devices and the inherent openness of Android
has led to a dramatic increase in mobile malware. SophosLabs has detected over 1
million new pieces of malware in 2014 alone, and the growth rate is accelerating.
For attackers, mobile devices are attractive: they are always on, often outside the
secure company network, and are typically used for personal means. Malware can
lead to data loss, reputation loss, cost spikes, and clogged performance. Sophos
Mobile Security can prevent that from happening.
Highlights

Top security with no drop in performance

ÌÌ Protect mobile devices
from malicious apps able
to steal data or create
costs

The Sophos Mobile Security antivirus app protects your Android devices without
compromising performance or battery life. The app uses up-to-the-minute intelligence from
SophosLabs and the Sophos core antivirus engine. This means your apps are automatically
scanned for malware as you install them.

ÌÌ Manage all settings
from your Sophos Mobile
Control console

Your Privacy and Security Advisor

ÌÌ Protect your devices from
malicious websites
ÌÌ Protect very important
apps
ÌÌ Privacy Advisor
ÌÌ Security Advisor
ÌÌ Loss and Theft

If the device is ever lost or stolen, you can remotely lock or wipe it, shielding your personal
information from prying eyes. The Privacy Advisor analyses all installed apps for potential
privacy breaches in terms of access to the Internet or your contacts. It also highlights apps
that may cause additional costs. The Security Advisor analyses your settings and advises
how you can increase your security.

Managed by Sophos Mobile Control (SMC)
Try the free version of our Mobile Security app and protect your personal phone while
testing our app without limits. Or you can try our managed version, which is purchased as
a part of SMC—our Enterprise Mobility Management (EMM) solution. By putting all your
mobile protection in one place, you have full control over the app settings and the execution
of your security policies, including web protection.

Protecting your company
Whether a device is company owned or BYOD, Sophos Mobile Security protects the user
and protects the company’s data. A user is shielded from malware and inappropriate
or malicious content. A compromised device is swiftly detected and, depending on your
policies, will lead to immediate preventive actions: blocking or removing email, blocking the
device, or even wiping the device. Thus, your company’s assets remain safe.

Sophos Mobile Security

What is new in version 5?
ÌÌ The new version comes with a slick new user interface
ÌÌ Improvements to the management features
ÌÌ Includes the latest antivirus engine—deemed the best
antivirus engine for three consecutive months by AV-Test

Benefits
ÌÌ For the CEO and CFO
 Industry leading protection against
loss of data and reputation
 Includes a budget friendly per-user licensing
 Web filtering supports company-wide ethics standard
ÌÌ For the IT-Manager
 Seamless integration with our EMM
 Easy deployment
 Excellent support
 Robust
 Guaranteed compliance

ÌÌ For the Security Officer
 Security policy is efficiently implemented
 Supports multiple security profiles
 Constantly updated malware database
 Able to set policies on potentially
unwanted applications (PUAs)
 App protection
ÌÌ For the user
 Easy to use
 Keeps interaction to a minimum
 No interference
 Practically no battery impact

Supported operating systems
ÌÌ Android 4.0 and higher

Key features in Sophos Mobile Security
In Managed mode
Antivirus

On-demand full scan, scheduled scan, scan of every new app,
whitelisted apps, include system apps, include SC card, detect PUAs
and apps with low reputation, immediate quarantine of malware

Console reports which malware found, whether removed;
compromised device triggers immediate compliance action

Loss & Theft

Trigger alarm, locate, lock, unlock, wipe, secure
wipe remotely; detect SIM card change

Execute all actions directly from console and track outcome

Security Advisor

Control app sources, USB debugging, screen
lock, devices encryption, NFC, Bluetooth

Incorporate any of these settings in your security policy, check
progress in reports, and receive warnings on important events

App Protection

Add an extra layer of protection to important apps such
as Sophos Mobile Security (to avoid tampering), the
settings, Play Store and more; define grace period

Extend your security policy to the app layer, immediately
notice violation, define automatic reactions to violations

Web Filtering

Recognize malicious content in websites, categorize
all websites, control which categories you consider
harmful, define how to respond, define whitelist

Implement your company’s code of conduct or adhere
to compliance or regulation by controlling harmful
categories of content; block, warn, or report

Spam Protection

Block unwanted phone calls and SMS, define unwanted phone
callers or types of calls, check for malicious URLs in SMS

Privacy Advisor

Analyses all apps and warns of incurring costs,
privacy violation, access internet

Get full integration of the Sophos Antivirus Engine in your app. The industry-leading Sophos Antivirus Engine is available as an
SDK to provide a maximum layer of security to your corporate apps. Ask our OEM sales for more information.

Try it now for free
Download this free app from Google Play today.
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